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Abstract—Motivated by various applications in distributed
Machine Learning (ML) in massive wireless sensor networks,
this paper addresses the problem of computing approximate
values of functions over the wireless channel and provides
examples of applications of our results to distributed training
and ML-based prediction. The “over-the-air” computation of a
function of data captured at different wireless devices has a
huge potential for reducing the communication cost, which is
needed for example for training of ML models. It is of particular
interest to massive wireless scenarios because, as shown in this
paper, its communication cost for training scales more favorable
with the number of devices than that of traditional schemes that
reconstruct all the data. We consider noisy fast-fading channels
that pose major challenges to the “over-the-air” computation. As
a result, function values are approximated from superimposed
noisy signals transmitted by different devices. The fading and
noise processes are not limited to Gaussian distributions, and
are assumed to be in the more general class of sub-gaussian
distributions. Our result does not assume necessarily independent
fading and noise, thus allowing for correlations over time and
between devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Machine learning (ML) models are increasingly trained on
data collected by wireless sensor networks, with the goal to
perform ML tasks in these networks such as prediction and
classification. ML has undeniably a great potential, but it is not
available for free. The benefits of ML must be set in relation to
the effort and resources required. Since radio communication
resources (spectrum and energy) are generally scarce, there
is a strong interest [2] in resource-saving methods that would
allow ML models to be efficiently trained and used in resource-
constrained wireless networks. In fact, great efforts have been
made in recent years to reduce the communication overhead
for training and deploying ML models.
A common approach [3], [4] to the problem of resource
scarcity is to compress the distributed data before transmission
or to fuse it efficiently on its way through the network. The
advantage of compression methods is undoubtedly that they
are application-independent and can basically be used in any
communication network. However, compression methods can
be highly sub-optimal in noisy wireless channels [5] and
cannot fully exploit specific requirements of the underlying
application for further resource savings [6]. Fusion-driven
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routing [7] combines compression with network layer opti-
mization, but is also application-agnostic and only applies to
multi-hop networks.
However, in Internet of Things (IoT) scenarios with a mas-
sive number of low-cost, low-energy wireless devices, a radical
improvement in spectral and energy efficiency is of utmost
importance. In fact, when it comes to data collection from
massively-deployed IoT devices, the scaling laws for capacity
and energy are relevant and need to be improved, otherwise
the system performance may be severely degraded [8]. Such
improvements can be achieved by abandoning the philoso-
phy of strictly separating the process of communication and
application-specific computation. This applies in particular
when ML models are trained in wireless (sensor) networks,
because the training requires only the computation of some
functions of sensor data – the data of the individual sensors,
in contrast, do not need to be decoded. Indeed, if the objective
for a receiver is to compute a function f : RK → R of some
K variables rather than to fully reconstruct all the individual
variables, then any strategy based on creating independent
channels is in general suboptimal even under optimal idealistic
conditions (optimal strategies with no transmission errors).
This can be immediately concluded from the data processing
inequality which implies that no receiver-side processing of a
signal can increase the information contained in the signal [9,
Section 2.3]. This means that the entropy or the amount of
information contained in f(s1, . . . , sK), where s1, . . . , sK are
random variables, is smaller than or equal to the amount
of information contained in the random vector (s1, . . . , sK).
In many cases of practical interest, the information loss is
significant, as illustrated by the following example.
Example 1. Suppose that K nodes send their data s1, . . . , sn
to a single receiver over a multiple access channel. For
simplicity, we assume that each sk is an independent random
variable uniformly distributed over S = {0, 1}. Now if the
receiver reconstructs each of these variables, then the entropy
or the amount of information available at the receiver is∑K
k=1H(sk) = K bits where H : S → R≥0 : s 7→∑
s∈S p(s) log2(1/p(s)) and p : S 7→ [0, 1] is the probability
mass function. This means that the nodes have to transmit
to the receiver K bits. Therefore, if the capacity of the
communication channel is 1 bit per channel use, then K
channel uses are necessary to convey the full information to the
receiver.1 Now we assume that the receiver is only interested
in f(s1, . . . , sK) =
∑
k=1 sk which can be easily computed
from the sks. By the data processing inequality, this operation
1In the case of orthogonal channel access, it is necessary to establish
K independent (interference-free) communication channels, each of which
having the capacity of 1 bit per channel use.
2cannot increase the amount of information. In fact, the entropy
of the function is H(
∑
k xk) = K −
∑K
k=0
(
K
k
)
2−K log2
(
K
k
)
which is strictly smaller thanK for allK ≥ 2. This means that
instead of transmittingK bits that are necessary to reconstruct
each xk, the agents can send significantly less information to
the receiver if its objective is to compute the sum of the xks.
Of course, these observations are known and have already
been used to improve the performance of wireless systems
(see also Section I-A). In particular, it has been shown [6]
that in some cases the spectral efficiency is much higher if the
receiver directly reconstructs the necessary function instead of
decoding all the transmitted messages and then computing the
function. Of particular importance is that, depending on the
function to be reconstructed, a more favorable scaling law for
capacity can be achieved than with traditional separation-based
approaches [6].
Against this background, in this paper, we advocate
application-specific schemes that take into account the un-
derlying task, such as computation of a function, directly
at the physical layer. The key ingredients that open up the
door to a paradigm shift in the design of such schemes
are provided by a fundamental result [10]–[13] stating that
every function has a nomographic representation. These rep-
resentations allow us to exploit the superposition property
of the wireless channel for an efficient function computation
over the “air”. The superposition (or broadcast) property is
the ability of the wireless channel to “form” (noisy) linear
combinations of information-bearing symbols transmitted by
different nodes. This property is usually seen as a problem
in traditional wireless networks where it is the source for
interference between independent concurrent transmissions. If
in contrast, nodes cooperate for a common goal which is a
function computation, then the superposition property is in
general not a source for interference but rather for “inference”
which should be exploited to compute functions. Whether the
superposition property can be exploited for performance gains
strongly depends on errors and uncertainties introduced by the
wireless channel. There are at least two main sources of errors
and uncertainty on the communication side that need to be
properly addressed to pave the way for practical applications of
the ideas: Noise and fading. For general functions, the impact
of noise can severely deteriorate the system performance.
Therefore, in this paper, we focus on the class Fmon consisting
of bounded and measurable nomographic functions, where the
outer function is restricted in a way that allows for controlling
the impact of noise and fading introduced by the channel.
We derive bounds on the number of channel uses needed to
approximate a function in Fmon up to a desired accuracy and
deal with a channel model that may display a certain amount
of correlation in noise and fading between users and in time.
A. Prior Work
Analog uncoded approximation of functions first appeared
in [14]. This work assumes known source distributions and
additive white Gaussian noise channels without fading for the
achievability theorems and the class of approximated functions
is constrained to the linear case. The idea has been picked up
in [15]–[17] and extended to a more general class of functions.
These works consider the noiseless case as well as the case
with noise, but without fast fading, providing asymptotic error
bounds.
Distributed computation of functions with coding has been
introduced in [6] with applications in network coding. The
original idea has been refined, expanded and applied in several
more recent works (e.g., [18]–[22]). These works focus on
the application of network coding and therefore the case in
which the same function (an addition in a finite field) is to
be computed repeatedly. The coding approach used ensures
computation of the discrete functions with an arbitrarily small
error as long as the computation rate is not too high.
Pre- and post-processing schemes for function approxi-
mation over fast-fading channels appeared in [23], but no
theoretical guarantees are derived. In [1], we derived such
theoretical guarantees for the case of independent fading and
noise. The authors of [24] derived theoretical bounds on
the mean squared error in over-the-air function computation
in a fast-fading scenario with channel state information at
the transmitter. The work also considers the case of multi-
antenna transceivers and provides empirical results along with
the theoretical bounds. In [25], the over-the-air computation
problem is approached without explicit channel estimation
under the assumption of slow fading. The work also considers
intersymbol interference and provides theoretical analysis as
well as numerical results.
The direct application of over-the-air computation tech-
niques to distributed gradient descent has received a lot of
attention recently since this can be used to solve the empirical
risk minimization problem for ML models such as neural net-
works in the case of distributed training data without having to
collect the training data at a central point. [26], [27] propose to
extend the Federated Learning paradigm [28], [29] to make use
of over-the-air computation over wireless channels and provide
theoretical analysis along with empirical results to this end.
There are also extensions of this idea to channels with fading
channel information at either the transmitter or receiver [30]–
[35], often taking additional aspects into consideration such as
differential privacy [36] and multi-antenna scenarios [37].
B. Contributions of this Paper
Contrary to the prior work, we do not assume a particular
source distribution on the transmitted messages, but derive
uniform bounds that hold independently of how the sources
are distributed. We also focus on one-shot approximation of
function values, which is in contrast to the scenario in which
the same function is computed repeatedly, as is the case in
the works that focus on the application of network coding.
Our channel model is more general than in prior works, since
we do not only consider sub-gaussian fast fading and noise,
but also allow for limited correlations between them. For
the ML applications that we present, we focus on general
scenarios in cases for which we can provide theoretically
proven performance guarantees, while existing works deal with
more complex, but also less general applications to ML.
To summarize, our main contributions in this work are
1) a detailed technical analysis of a method of distributed
approximation of functions in Fmon in a multiple-access
setting with fast fading and additive noise accounting
for correlations between users as well as in time,
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Fig. 1. Channel model.
2) the treatment of sub-gaussian fading and noise, gener-
alizing the Gaussian case so as to accommodate many
fading and noise distributions that occur in practice,
3) applications of these techniques to a subclass of ML
models for distributed prediction in regression problems
in Section III and an approach to distributed training
and prediction in a model-agnostic approach based on
Boosting in Section IV.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. Sub-Gaussian Random Variables
We begin with a short overview of the relevant definitions
and properties of sub-gaussian random variables. More on this
topic can be found in Appendix A and in [38]–[40].
For a random variable X , we define2
τ (X) := inf
{
t > 0 : ∀λ ∈ R
E exp (λ(X − EX)) ≤ exp (λ2t2/2)}. (1)
X is called a sub-gaussian random variable if τ (X) <∞. The
function τ (·) defines a semi-norm on the set of sub-gaussian
random variables [38, Theorem 1.1.2], i.e., it is absolutely
homogeneous, satisfies the triangle inequality, and is non-
negative. τ (X) = 0 does not necessarily imply X = 0 unless
we identify random variables that are equal almost everywhere.
Examples of sub-gaussian random variables include Gaussian
and bounded random variables.
B. System Model
We consider the following channel model with K transmitters
and one receiver, depicted in Fig. 1: For m = 1, . . . ,M , the
channel output at the m-th channel use is given by
Y (m) =
K∑
k=1
Hk(m)xk(m) +N(m). (2)
Here and hereafter, the notation is defined as follows:
2Note that other norms on the space of sub-gaussian random variables that
appear in the literature are equivalent to τ (·) (see, e.g., [38]). The particular
definition we choose here matters, however, because we want to derive results
in which no unspecified constants appear.
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Fig. 2. System model.
• xk(m) ∈ C is a transmit symbol. We assume a peak
power constraint |xk(m)|2 ≤ P for k = 1, . . . ,K and
m = 1, . . . ,M .
• Hk(m), k = 1 . . . ,K , m = 1, . . . ,M , are complex-
valued random variables such that for every m =
1, . . . ,M and k = 1, . . . ,K , the real part Hrk(m) and
the imaginary part Hik(m) of Hk(m) are sub-gaussian
random variables with mean zero and variance 1.
• N(m), m = 1, . . . ,M , are complex-valued random
variables. We assume that the real and imaginary parts
N r(m), N i(m) of N(m) are sub-gaussian random vari-
ables with mean zero for m = 1, . . . ,M .
Definition 1. We say that the fading is user-uncorrelated if
for every k1 6= k2, j ∈ {i, r} and m, the random variables
Hjk1(m) and H
j
k2
(m) are independent.
We allow limited dependence in the fading and noise. More
precisely, we allow the fading coefficients and additive noise
instances to be linear combinations of the entries of a common
random base vector with independent, sub-gaussian entries. In
order to be able to apply a variation of the Hanson-Wright
inequality as a tool, we give the formal description of our
dependency model in terms of matrices and vectors with real
entries.
We define
H := (H(1), . . . , H(2M))
T
(3)
where for m = 1, . . . ,M ,
H(2m− 1) := (Hr1 (m), . . . , HrK(m))
H(2m) := (Hi1(m), . . . , H
i
K(m)).
So H is the vector of all fading coefficients. Similarly, let
N := (N r(1), N i(1), . . . , N r(M), N i(M))
T
(4)
be the vector of all the instances of additive noise. The
dependence model we consider is such that there is a vector
R of (2KM + 2M) independent random variables with sub-
gaussian norm at most 1 and matrices A ∈ R2KM×(2KM+2M)
and B ∈ R2M×(2KM+2M) such that H = AR and N = BR.
Remark 1. While the class of fading and noise distributions
defined by this does not contain arbitrarily dependent sub-
gaussian fading and noise, it does contain arbitrarily depen-
dent Gaussian fading and noise as a special case.
Remark 2. Obviously, user-uncorrelated fading can be char-
4acterized based on the form of A. If we write
A =


A(1)
...
A(2M)

 ,
where for all m, A(m) ∈ RK×(2MK+2M), then H = AR
defines user-uncorrelated fading for all R iff each A(m) has at
most one nonzero entry per column. This is because H(m) =
A(m)R and therefore two or more nonzero entries in a column
of A(m) mean that two or more entries in H(m) depend on
the same entry in R.
C. Distributed Approximation of Functions
Our goal is to approximate functions f : S1×. . .×SK → R in
a distributed setting. The sets S1, . . .SK ⊆ R are assumed to
be closed and endowed with their natural Borel σ-algebras
B(S1), . . . ,B(SK), and we consider the product σ-algebra
B(S1)⊗ . . .⊗B(SK) on the set S1 × . . .×SK . Furthermore,
the functions f : S1 × . . .× SK → R under consideration are
assumed to be measurable in what follows.
Definition 2. An admissible distributed function approxima-
tion scheme (DFA) for f : S1× . . .×SK → R with M channel
uses, depicted in Fig. 2, is a pair (EM , DM ), consisting of:
1) A pre-processing functionEM = (EM1 , . . . , E
M
K ), where
each EMk is of the form
EMk (sk) = (xk(m, sk, Uk(m)))
M
m=1 ∈ CM
with random variables Uk(1), . . . , Uk(M) and a mea-
surable map
(sk, t1, . . . , tM ) 7→ (xk(m, sk, tm))Mm=1 ∈ CM .
The encoder EMk is subject to the peak power constraint
|xk(m, sk, Uk(m))|2 ≤ P for all k = 1, . . . ,K and
m = 1, . . . ,M .
2) A post-processing function DM : The receiver is allowed
to apply a measurable recovery functionDM : CM → R
upon observing the output of the channel.
So in order to approximate f , the transmitters apply their
pre-processing maps to (s1, . . . , sK) ∈ S1×. . .×SK resulting
in EM1 (s1), . . . , E
M
K (sK) which are sent to the receiver using
the channel M times. The receiver observes the output of the
channel and applies the recovery map DM . The whole process
defines an estimate f˜ of f .
Let ε > 0, δ ∈ (0, 1) and f : S1 × . . .×SK → R be given.
We say that f is ε-approximated after M channel uses with
confidence level δ if there is a DFA (EM , DM ) such that the
resulting estimate f˜ of f satisfies
P(|f˜(sK)− f(sK)| ≥ ε) ≤ δ (5)
for all sK := (s1, . . . , sK) ∈ S1 × . . . × SK . Let M(f, ε, δ)
denote the smallest number of channel uses such that there is
an approximation scheme (EM , DM ) for f satisfying (5). We
call M(f, ε, δ) the communication cost for approximating a
function f with accuracy ε and confidence δ.
D. The class of functions to be approximated
A measurable function f : S1 × . . . × SK → R is called
a generalized linear function if there are bounded measurable
functions (fk)k∈{1,...,K}, with f(s1, . . . , sK) =
∑K
k=1 fk(sk),
for all (s1, . . . , sK) ∈ S1 × . . .× SK . The set of generalized
linear functions from S1× . . .×SK → R is denoted by FK,lin.
Our main object of interest will be the following class of
functions.
Definition 3. A measurable function f : S1× . . .×SK → R is
said to belong to Fmon if there exist bounded and measurable
functions (fk)k∈{1,...,K}, a measurable set D ⊆ R with the
property f1(S1) + . . .+ fK(SK) ⊆ D, a measurable function
F : D → R such that for all (s1, . . . , sK) ∈ S1 × . . . × SK
we have
f(s1, . . . , sK) = F
(
K∑
k=1
fk(sk)
)
, (6)
and there is a strictly increasing function Φ : [0,∞)→ [0,∞)
with Φ(0) = 0 and
|F (x) − F (y)| ≤ Φ(|x − y|) (7)
for all x, y ∈ D. We call the function Φ an increment majorant
of f .
Some examples of functions in Fmon are:
1) Obviously, all f ∈ FK,lin belong to Fmon.
2) For any f ∈ FK,lin and B-Lipschitz function F : R→ R
we have F ◦ f ∈ Fmon with Φ : [0,∞) → [0,∞),
x 7→ Bx.
3) If f ∈ FK,lin and F is (C,α)-Ho¨lder continuous, i.e.,
for all x, y in the domain of F ,
∣∣F (x) − F (y)∣∣ ≤
C
∣∣x− y∣∣α, then F ◦ f ∈ Fmon with Φ : x 7→ Cxα.
4) For any p ≥ 1 and S1, . . . ,SK compact, || · ||p ∈ Fmon.
In this example we have fk(sk) = |sk|p, k = 1, . . . ,K ,
F : [0,∞)→ [0,∞), x 7→ x 1p , and F = Φ.
This can be seen as follows. We have to show that for
all nonnegative x, y ∈ R and p ≥ 1 we have
|x 1p − y 1p | ≤ |x− y| 1p . (8)
We can assume w.l.o.g. that x < y holds. Then since
|x 1p − y 1p | = |y| 1p
(
1−
(
x
y
) 1
p
)
it suffices to prove that for all a ∈ [0, 1] and p ≥ 1 we
have 1 − a 1p ≤ (1− a) 1p . Now since a 1p + (1− a) 1p ≥
a+(1−a) = 1 for a ∈ [0, 1] and p ≥ 1, we can conclude
that (8) holds.
We are now in a position to state our main theorem on
approximation of functions in Fmon. To this end, we introduce
the notion of total spread of the inner part of f ∈ Fmon as
∆¯(f) :=
K∑
k=1
(φmax,k − φmin,k), (9)
along with the max-spread
∆(f) := max
1≤k≤K
(φmax,k − φmin,k), (10)
where
φmin,k := inf
s∈Sk
fk(s), φmax,k := sup
s∈Sk
fk(s). (11)
We define the relative spread with power constraint P as
∆(f‖P ) := P · ∆¯(f)
∆(f)
. (12)
5We use ‖·‖ and ‖·‖F to denote the operator and Frobenius
norm of matrices, respectively.
Theorem 1. Let f ∈ Fmon, M ∈ N, and the power constraint
P ∈ R+ be given. Let Φ be an increment majorant of f .
Assume the fading and noise are correlated as determined
by matrices A and B. Let Ai ∈ R2MK×(2MK+2M) be
a matrix which generates user-uncorrelated fading and let
AU ∈ R(2MK+2M)×(2MK+2M) be a unitary matrix that
approximate A in the sense that
‖(A+AiAU )(A−AiAU )T ‖ ≤ η.
Then there exist pre- and post-processing operations such that
P
(∣∣f¯ − f(s1, . . . , sK)∣∣ ≥ ε)
≤ 2 exp
(
− MΦ
−1(ε)2
16F +D + 4Φ−1(ε)L
)
+ 2 exp
(
− MΦ
−1(ε)2
256F + 32Φ−1(ε)L
)
,
(13)
where
L =
(√
∆¯(f)‖A‖+
√
∆(f)
P
‖B‖
)2
F = L
(√
∆¯(f)
M
‖A‖F +
√
∆(f)
PM
‖B‖F
)2
D =
(
4
√
2M∆¯(f)η + 4
∆(f)√
PM
‖ABT ‖F
)2
.
Remark 3. If no suitable approximation for A of the form
AiAU is available, we can always choose Ai := 0 and AU :=
id, which results in η = ‖A‖2.
Corollary 1. In the setting of Theorem 1 with uncorrelated
fading and noise, i.e.,
A :=
(
σF id2MK 0
)
, B :=
(
0 σN id2M
)
,
we have
P
(∣∣f¯ − f(s1, . . . , sK)∣∣ ≥ ε)
≤ 2 exp
(
− MΦ
−1(ε)2
16F ′ + 4Φ−1(ε)L′
)
+ 2 exp
(
− MΦ
−1(ε)2
256F ′ + 32Φ−1(ε)L′
)
,
where
L′ =
(√
∆¯(f)σF +
√
∆(f)
P
σN
)2
F ′ = L′
(√
2K∆¯(f)σF +
√
2∆(f)
P
σN
)2
.
Proof. Note that ABT = 0, ‖A‖ = σF , ‖B‖ = σN , ‖A‖F =√
2MKσF and ‖B‖F =
√
2MσN ; pick Ai := A and AU :=
id and substitute this into (13).
Corollary 2. For the approximation communication cost, we
have
M(f, ε, δ) ≤ log 4− log δ
Φ−1(ε)2
Γ, (14)
where
Γ := max
(
16F +D+4Φ−1(ε)L, 256F +32Φ−1(ε)L
)
.
Proof. We upper bound (13) as
P(|f¯(sK)− f(sK)| ≥ ε) ≤ 4 exp
(
−MΦ
−1(ε)2
Γ
)
,
and solve the expression for M concluding the proof.
Remark 4. If F is C-Lipschitz continuous, we can replace
Φ−1(ε) in (14) and the expression for Γ with ε/C.
III. DISTRIBUTED FUNCTION APPROXIMATION IN ML
In this section, we discuss how the methods described in this
paper can be used to compute estimators of support vector
machines (SVM) in a distributed fashion. First, we briefly
sketch the setting as in [41]. We consider a feature alphabet
X , a label alphabet Y ⊆ R and a probability distribution P
on X ×Y which is in general unknown. A statistical inference
problem is characterized by the feature alphabet, the label
alphabet and a loss function L : X × Y × R → [0,∞). The
objective is, given training samples drawn i.i.d. from P , to
find an estimator function f : X → R such that the risk
RL,P := EPL(X,Y, f(X)) is as small as possible. In order
for the risk to exist, we must impose suitable measurability
conditions on L and f . In this paper, we deal with Lipschitz-
continuous losses. We say that the loss L is B-Lipschitz-
continuous if L(x, y, ·) is Lipschitz-continuous for all x ∈ X
and y ∈ Y with a Lipschitz constant uniformly bounded
by B. Lipschitz-continuity of a loss function is a property
that is also often needed in other contexts. Fortunately, many
loss functions of practical interest possess this property. For
instance, the absolute distance loss, the logistic loss, the Huber
loss and the ε-insensitive loss, all of which are commonly
used in regression problems [41, Section 2.4], are Lipschitz-
continuous. Even in scenarios in which the naturally arising
loss is not Lipschitz-continuous, for the purpose of designing
the ML model, it is often replaced with a Lipschitz-continuous
alternative. For instance, in binary classification, we have
Y = {−1, 1} and the loss function is given by
(x, y, t) 7→
{
0, sign(y) = sign(t)
1, otherwise.
This loss is not even continuous, which makes it hard to deal
with. So for the purpose of designing the ML model, it is
commonly replaced with the Lipschitz-continuous hinge loss
or logistic loss [41, Section 2.3].
Here, we consider the case in which the features are K-
tuples and the SVM can be trained in a centralized fashion.
The actual predictions, however, are performed in a distributed
setting; i.e., there are K users each of which observes only
one component of the features. The objective is to make an
estimate of the label available at the receiver while using as
little communication resources as possible.
To this end, we consider the case of additive models which
is described in [42, Section 3.1]. We have X = X1×· · ·×XK
and a kernel κk : Xk×Xk → R with an associated reproducing
6kernel Hilbert space Hk of functions mapping from Xk to R
for each k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}. Then by [42, Theorem 2]
κ : X × X → R, ((x1, . . . , xK), (x′1, . . . , x′K)) 7→
κ1(x1, x
′
1) + · · ·+ κK(xK , x′K) (15)
is a kernel and the associated reproducing kernel Hilbert space
is
H := {f1 + · · ·+ fK : f1 ∈ H1, . . . , fK ∈ HK}. (16)
So this model is appropriate whenever the function to be
approximated is expected to have an additive structure. We
know [41, Theorem 5.5] that an SVM estimator has the form
f(x) =
N∑
n=1
αnκ(x, x
n), (17)
where α1, . . . , αN ∈ R and x1, . . . xN ∈ X . In our additive
model, this is
f(x1, . . . , xk) =
K∑
k=1
fk(xk), (18)
where for each k,
fk(xk) =
N∑
n=1
αnκk(xk, x
n
k ). (19)
We now state a result for the distributed approximation
of the estimator of such an additive model as an immediate
consequence of Theorem 1.
Corollary 3. Consider an additive ML model, i.e., we have an
estimator of the form (18), and assume that L is a B-Lipschitz-
continuous loss. Suppose further that all the fK have bounded
range such that the quantities ∆¯(f) and∆(f) as defined in (9)
and (10) exist and are finite. Let ε, δ > 0 andM ≥M(f, ε, δ)
as defined in (14), where Φ := id and thus Φ−1(ε) = ε.
Then, given any xK = (x1, . . . , xK) at the transmitters and
any y ∈ Y , through M uses of the channel (2), the receiver
can obtain an estimate f¯ of f(xK) satisfying
P(
∣∣L(xK , y, f¯)− L(xK , y, f(xK))∣∣ ≥ Bε) ≤ δ. (20)
Proof. The Lipschitz continuity of L yields
P(
∣∣L(xK , y, f¯)− L(xK , y, f(xK))∣∣ ≥ Bε)
≤ P(∣∣f¯ − f(xK)∣∣ ≥ ε),
from which (20) follows by the definition of M(f, ε, δ).
We conclude this section with a brief discussion of the
feasibility of the condition that f1, . . . , fK have bounded
ranges in the case of the additive SVM model discussed above.
The coefficients α1, . . . , αN are a result of the training step
and can therefore be considered constant, so all we need is that
the ranges of κ1, . . . , κK are bounded. This heavily depends
on X1, . . . ,XK and the choices of the kernels, but we remark
that the boundedness criterion is satisfied in many cases of
interest. The range of Gaussian kernels is always a subset of
(0, 1], and while other frequent choices such as exponential,
polynomial and linear kernels can have arbitrarily large ranges,
they are nonetheless continuous which means that as long as
the input alphabets are compact topological spaces (e.g., closed
hyperrectangles or balls), the ranges are also compact, and
therefore bounded.
IV. APPLICATION TO BOOSTING
In this section, we discuss how boosting techniques can be
used to apply results from this work to distributed prediction
and training for binary classification problems. This is more
specific than the considerations in Section III in the sense that
we concentrate on binary classification, but it is more general
in the sense that the approach discussed here does not assume
an underlying additive model and that it works regardless of
what tools the nodes employ to make their local predictions.
Therefore, each node can choose an ML model based, e.g., on
its computational capabilities and the nature of the features it
observes.
We consider a feature alphabet X = X1 × · · · × XK and a
label alphabet Y = {−1, 1} as well as an unknown, but fixed
probability distribution P on X × Y . In the training phase,
each user k observes S training samples((
x
(1)
k , y
(1)
)
, . . . ,
(
x
(S)
k , y
(S)
))
,
where for all k, s, we have x
(s)
k ∈ Xk, y(s) ∈ Y and
(x
(s)
1 , . . . , x
(s)
K , y
(s)) is drawn according to P .
Each user k can train its own model based on its locally
available training sample which is drawn from the marginal of
P with respect to Xk×Y . We propose to use a slight variation
of the well-known boosting technique and define a classifier
g :=
K∑
k=1
αkgk, (21)
where gk is the base classifier locally trained at user k and
αk is a nonnegative weight. As an immediate corollary to
Theorem 1 parallel to Corollary 3, g can be approximated at
a central node in a distributed manner.
Corollary 4. Assume that L is a B-Lipschitz-continuous loss.
Let ε, δ > 0 and M ≥ M(g, ε, δ) as defined in (14), where
Φ−1(ε) = ε, noting that
∆¯(g) = 2
K∑
k=1
αk, ∆(g) = 2
K
max
k=1
αk.
Then, given any xK = (x1, . . . , xK) at the transmitters and
any y ∈ Y , through M uses of the channel (2), the receiver
can obtain an estimate g¯ of g(xK) satisfying
P(
∣∣L(xK , y, g¯)− L(xK , y, g(xK))∣∣ ≥ Bε) ≤ δ. (22)
The proof is the same as for Corollary 3.
This is a relatively generic framework that can in principle
work with any particular boosting technique which determines
weights α1, . . . , αK and guarantees a bound on the loss of
the predictor g dependent on the errors of the base classifiers
g1, . . . , gK . Of course, there are some problems specific to the
actual boosting technique employed which we have not yet
considered. Firstly, the algorithm that determines α1, . . . , αK
and possibly also modifications to the local training procedures
(e.g., a reweighting of the training samples in the empirical
distribution used) is usually designed to run centrally and
adopting it to the distributed setting can incur significant
communication cost. Secondly, the predictor g can only be
approximated at the receiver up to a residual error (which
can, however, be controlled) and thus, a guarantee in terms of
7the 0-1-loss is not sufficient to apply Corollary 4. Instead, we
need it to be in terms of a Lipschitz-continuous loss.
In the remainder of this section, we provide an example of
how to address these points in the case of the often employed
AdaBoost algorithm. To this end, we adapt the standard
scheme as in [43, Figure 6.1] to the distributed setting. The
algorithm runs through T ≤ K iterations, choosing a user ht
at iteration t to provide a base classifier ght and assigning a
corresponding weight αht . It also computes probability dis-
tributions D1, . . . , DT+1 on the index set of the training data
{1, . . . , S}, initializing D1 as the uniform distribution, as well
as base classifier errors ǫ1, . . . , ǫT and normalization constants
Z1, . . . , ZT . Each iteration t consists of the following steps:
1) The central node chooses a user ht and broadcasts the
choice.
2) User ht trains a base classifier ght : Xht → {−1, 1} on
the training sample with distribution Dt and broadcasts
the indices of the training samples incorrectly classified
by ght .
3) From this information, every node in the system com-
putes the following:
• ǫt :=
∑S
s=1Dt(s)1ght (x
(s)
ht
) 6=y(s)
• αht :=
1
2 log
1−ǫt
ǫt
• Zt := 2
√
ǫt(1− ǫt))
• Dt+1(s) := Dt(s) exp(−αhtght(x(s)ht )y(s))/Zt
The resulting classifier is then as defined in (21), where we
assign αk := 0 whenever k 6= ht for all t. [43, Theorem 6.1]
guarantees that the empirical 0-1-loss of g is at most
exp
(
−2
T∑
t=1
(
1
2
− ǫt
)2)
, (23)
which unfortunately is insufficient to apply Corollary 4, be-
cause the 0-1-loss is not Lipschitz-continuous. However, the
proof of the theorem relies only on the inequality 1g(xK)y≤0 ≤
exp(−g(xK)y) for the instantaneous 0-1-loss. Since the in-
equality log(1 + exp(−g(xK)y)) ≤ exp(−g(xK)y) also
clearly holds, we can replace the 0-1-loss in the proof with
the logistic loss L(xK , y, yˆ) := log(1+exp(−yyˆ)) (or, indeed,
any other loss which satisfies this inequality). This yields the
same bound (23) on the 1-Lipschitz-continuous logistic loss
and thus we can apply Corollary 4 with B := 1 to derive a
guarantee on the logistic loss of the distributed approximation
of our AdaBoost classifier.
We conclude with some remarks on the distributed training.
The choice in step 1 could, e.g., be predetermined (in which
case no communication in this step is necessary) or random,
but we could also greedily select the classifier with smallest
error using an instance of ScalableMax [44][1, Section IV].
As for the communication cost of the distributed training,
step 1 exhibits a favorable scaling which is linear in T
and logarithmic in K , however, step 2 has a cost linear
in the number of training samples. There is a conceptually
simpler alternative to this distributed scheme in which we
communicate the full training set to the central node and
perform the training in a centralized manner. The advantage
in communication cost of the distributed scheme over this
centralized alternative is only a constant factor. On the other
hand, since only one bit per training sample and user is
transmitted, this constant gain could potentially be quite large,
depending on the complexity of the feature spaces. Also, in the
distributed training scheme, the computational load of training
the base classifiers is distributed across all nodes which may
in practice also be an advantage wherever the computational
capabilities of the central node are limited.
V. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
A. Pre-Processing
In the pre-processing step we encode the function values
fk(sk), k = 1, . . . ,K as transmit power:
Xk(m) :=
√
akUk(m), 1 ≤ m ≤M
with ak = gk(fk(sk)), where gk : [φmin,k, φmax,k] → [0, P ]
such that
gk(t) :=
P
∆(f)
(t− φmin,k), (24)
where ∆(f) is given in (10) and φmin,k is defined in (11).
Uk(m), k = 1, . . . ,K , m = 1, . . . ,M are i.i.d. with the
uniform distribution on {−1,+1}. We assume the random
variables Uk(m), k = 1, . . . ,K , m = 1 . . . ,M , are indepen-
dent of Hk(m), k = 1, . . . ,K , m = 1, . . . ,M , and N(m),
m = 1, . . . ,M .
We write the vector of transmitted signals at channel use m
as
X(m) := (X1(m), . . . , XK(m))
and combine them in a matrix as
Q :=

X(1) 0 0 0 0 . . . 0
0 X(1) 0 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 X(2) 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 0 X(2) 0 . . . 0
. . .
0 0 0 . . . 0 X(M) 0
0 0 0 . . . 0 0 X(M)


.
B. Post-Processing
The vector Y of received signals across the M channel uses
can be written as Y = Q ·H +N, where H and N are given
in (3) and (4). The post-processing is based on receive energy
which has the form
‖Y ‖22 = Y TY = (QAR+BR)T (QAR+BR) = RTCR,
where we use
C := (QA+B)T (QA+B)
= ATQTQA+ATQTB +BTQA+BTB. (25)
Equivalently, we can phrase this as
‖Y ‖22 =
K∑
k=1
ak‖Hk‖22 + N¯sK , (26)
where Hk = (Hk(1), . . . , Hk(M)) is a vector consisting of
complex fading coefficients, and N¯sK =
∑M
m=1 N¯sK (m). The
8random variables N¯sK (m), m = 1, . . . ,M , are given by
N¯sK (m) :=
K∑
k,l=1,
k 6=l
√
akalHk(m)Hl(m)
× Uk(m)Ul(m)
+ 2Re
(
N(m)
K∑
k=1
√
akHk(m)Uk(m)
)
+ |N(m)|2. (27)
The receiver computes its estimate f¯ of f(s1, . . . , sK) as
f¯ := F (g¯(‖Y ‖22 − E‖N‖22)),
where
g¯(t) :=
∆(f)
2 ·M · P t+
K∑
k=1
φmin,k.
C. The Error Event
Clearly, EN¯sK (m) = E|N(m)|2 (since all the other sum-
mands in (27) are centered). We can therefore conclude
E
(
g¯
(‖Y ‖22 − E‖N‖22)) = g¯ (E‖Y ‖22 − E‖N‖22)
=
K∑
k=1
fk(sk).
We use this to argue∣∣f¯ − f(s1, . . . , sK)∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣F (g¯ (‖Y ‖22 − E‖N‖22))− F
(
K∑
k=1
fk(sk)
)∣∣∣∣∣
≤ Φ
(∣∣∣∣∣g¯ (‖Y ‖22 − E‖N‖22)−
K∑
k=1
fk(sk)
∣∣∣∣∣
)
= Φ
(∣∣g¯ (‖Y ‖22 − E‖N‖22)− g¯ (E‖Y ‖22 − E‖N‖22)∣∣)
= Φ
(
∆(f)
2MP
∣∣‖Y ‖22 − E‖Y ‖22∣∣
)
and therefore
P
(∣∣f¯ − f(s1, . . . , sK)∣∣ ≥ ε)
≤ P
(∣∣‖Y ‖22 − E‖Y ‖22∣∣ ≥ 2MP∆(f) Φ−1(ε)
)
. (28)
D. Performance Bounds
Our objective is now to establish the concentration of ‖Y ‖22
around its expectation and thus obtain an upper bound for the
right hand side of (28). To this end, we first need to establish
a series of lemmas that we will use as tools.
We will split the deviation from the mean into a diagonal
and an off-diagonal part. The first lemma will later help us
bound the diagonal part of the error.
Lemma 1. Let X1, . . . , Xn be independent and centered with
subgaussian norm at most 1. Let A1, . . . , An be random vari-
ables independent of X1, . . . , Xn but not necessarily of each
other, and assume that for all k, |Ak| ≤ L˜ and
∑n
k=1A
2
k ≤ F˜
almost surely. Then we have for any c ∈ (0, 1) and any
λ ∈ (−c/(2L˜), c/(2L˜)),
E exp
(
λ
n∑
k=1
(
AkX
2
k − E(AkX2k)
))
≤ exp
(
λ2
2
· 8F˜
1− c
)
E exp
(
λ
n∑
k=1
(
Ak − E(Ak)
))
.
Proof. The lemma follows by a straightforward calculation
E exp
(
λ
n∑
k=1
(
AkX
2
k − E(AkX2k)
))
= E
(
exp
(
λ
n∑
k=1
(
Ak(X
2
k − E(X2k ))
))
· exp
(
λ
n∑
k=1
(
E(X2k)(Ak − E(Ak)
)))
(29)
= EA
(
exp
(
λ
n∑
k=1
(
E(X2k)(Ak − E(Ak)
))
·
n∏
k=1
EX exp
(
(λAk)
(
X2k − E(X2k)
)))
(30)
≤ EA
(
exp
(
λ
n∑
k=1
(
E(X2k)(Ak − E(Ak)
))
·
n∏
k=1
exp
(
λ2
2
· 8A
2
k
1− c
))
(31)
≤ exp
(
λ2
2
· 8F˜
1− c
)
E
(
exp
(
λ
n∑
k=1
(Ak − EAk)
))
,
(32)
where (30) follows by the independence assumptions, (31)
is an application of Lemma 7 and (32) holds because∑n
k=1 A
2
k ≤ F˜ almost surely.
The next lemma is a slight variation of the Hanson-Wright
inequality as phrased in [40, Theorem 6.2.1] and will help us
bound the off-diagonal part of the error.
Lemma 2. Let X be an Rn-valued random variable with
independent, centered entries and assume that for all k ∈
{1, . . . , n}, the k-th entry of X satisfies τ (Xk) ≤ K . Let A ∈
Rn×n with zeros on the diagonal and ε > 0. Suppose further
that ‖A‖ ≤ Aop and ‖A‖F ≤ AF. Then E
(
XTAX
)
= 0 and
P
(∣∣XTAX∣∣ ≥ ε) ≤ 2 exp(− ε2
16K2εAop + 256K4A2F
)
.
(33)
This lemma differs from [40, Theorem 6.2.1] mainly in that
we require the diagonal entries of A to be 0 and that all the
constants are explicit. The proof follows [40] closely and is
given in Appendix B. We remark that it is not hard to follow
the proof in [40] further and expand the result to matrices with
non-zero diagonal elements, however, this is not relevant for
the present work.
Mainly because the matrix C contains randomness, we need
a slight modification of this lemma as well as two more
lemmas exploring some specific properties of C.
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an Rn×n-valued random variable independent of X such that
almost surely, the diagonal entries of A are 0, ‖A‖ ≤ Aop and
‖A‖F ≤ AF. Then E
(
XTAX
)
= 0 and (33), considering
joint expectation, respectively probability of X and A, still
hold.
Proof. E
(
XTAX
)
= 0 as well as (33) hold conditional on
any realization of A (except possibly in a null set) and there-
fore, the Corollary follows by the laws of total expectation
and total probability.
Lemma 3. We have almost surely
‖C‖F ≤
(√
∆(f ||P )‖A‖+ ‖B‖
)
·
(√
∆(f ||P )‖A‖F + ‖B‖F
)
‖C‖ ≤
(√
∆(f ||P )‖A‖+ ‖B‖
)2
.
Proof. In order to bound the norm of C, we first note that
QQT =
K∑
k=1
akid2M . (34)
Therefore, we can conclude that all singular values of Q are
bounded by
√
∆(f ||P ) and thus ‖Q‖ ≤√∆(f ||P ).
Noting that ‖XY ‖F ≤ ‖X‖‖Y ‖F for all matrices X,Y of
compatible dimensions and further noting the submultiplica-
tivity of the operator norm and the triangle inequality of both
norms, we get
‖C‖F ≤ ‖QA+B‖‖QA+B‖F
≤ (‖Q‖‖A‖+ ‖B‖) (‖Q‖‖A‖F + ‖B‖F )
≤
(√
∆(f ||P )‖A‖+ ‖B‖
)
·
(√
∆(f ||P )‖A‖F + ‖B‖F
)
‖C‖ = ‖QA+B‖2 ≤ (‖Q‖‖A‖+ ‖B‖)2
≤
(√
∆(f ||P )‖A‖+ ‖B‖
)2
Lemma 4. We have
τ (trC) ≤ 4M∆(f ||P )‖(A+AiAU )(A−AiAU )T ‖
+ 2
√
2P‖ABT ‖F . (35)
Proof. With an addition of zero, we can rewrite
tr
(
ATQTQA
)
=tr
(
ATQTQA
)
+ tr
(
ATQTQAiAU
)− tr((AiAU )TQTQA)
− tr
(
(AiAU )
T
QTQAiAU
)
+ tr
(
(AiAU )
T
QTQAiAU
)
=tr
(
(A−AiAU )TQTQ(A+AiAU )
)
+ tr
(
(AiAU )
T
QTQAiAU
)
and use this together with (25) to conclude
trC =tr
(
(A−AiAU )TQTQ(A+AiAU )
)
+ 2tr
(
BTQA
)
+ tr
(
(AiAU )
T
QTQAiAU
)
+ tr
(
BTB
)
. (36)
Next, we argue that the terms in the last line are almost surely
constant. For tr(BTB) this is immediately clear. Moreover,
we have
tr
(
(AiAU )
T
QTQAiAU
)
= tr
(
Ai
TQTQAiAUAU
T
)
= ‖QAi‖2F .
We note that as per Remark 2 and using corresponding
notation, we have
QAi =

X(1)A
(1)
i 0 0 . . . 0
0 X(1)A
(2)
i 0 . . . 0
. . .
0 . . . 0 X(M)A
(2M−1)
i 0
0 . . . 0 0 X(M)A
(2M)
i


and because each A
(m)
i has only one nonzero entry per
column, each entry of QAi is the product of Uk(m) with a
deterministic term for some m, k and therefore, its square can
take only one value almost surely, and consequently, ‖QAi‖2F
also takes only one value almost surely.
We can use this in (36) and incorporate the triangle inequal-
ity to obtain
τ (trC) ≤ τ (ξ1) + 2τ (ξ2),
where
ξ1 := tr
(
(A−AiAU )TQTQ(A+AiAU )
)
ξ2 := tr
(
BTQA
)
.
To the end of bounding τ (ξ1), we argue
ξ1 = tr
(
Q(A+AiAU )(A−AiAU )TQT
)
≤ ‖(A+AiAU )(A −AiAU )T ‖tr
(
QQT
)
≤ 2M∆(f ||P )‖(A+AiAU )(A−AiAU )T ‖.
The first inequality holds because for any square matrix X
and compatible column vector v, we have
vT (‖X‖id−X)v = ‖v‖22
(
‖X‖ −
(
v
‖v‖2
)T
X
v
‖v‖2
)
≥ 0
(see, e.g., [45, Exercise I.2.10]) and therefore ‖X‖id−X is
positive semidefinite. The second inequality directly follows
from (34). It follows, e.g., from [38, Example 1.2], that τ (ξ1)
is upper bounded by the first summand on the right hand side
in (35).
In order to bound the sub-gaussian norm of ξ2, we view
it as a function of (Uk(m))
K,M
k,m=1 and use part of the proof
of the Bounded Differences Inequality [46, Theorem 6.2] to
bound the moment generating function. To this end, we define
(Ei,j)i′,j′ =
{
1, i′ = i and j′ = j
0, otherwise.
and note that a change in the value of Uk(m) changes the
value of ξ2 by
2
√
aktr
(
BT (E2m−1,K(2m−2)+k + E2m,K(2m−1)+k)A
)
= 2
√
aktr
(
ABT (E2m−1,K(2m−2)+k + E2m,K(2m−1)+k)
)
10
= 2
√
ak
(
(ABT )K(2m−2)+k,2m−1 + (AB
T )K(2m−1)+k,2m
)
≤ 2
√
P
(
(ABT )K(2m−2)+k,2m−1 + (AB
T )K(2m−1)+k,2m
)
Following the proof of the Bounded Differences Inequal-
ity [46, Theorem 6.2], we can now conclude
τ (ξ2)
2 ≤ 1
4
K∑
k=1
M∑
m=1
(
2
√
P (ABT )(2m−2)K+k,2m−1
+ 2
√
P (ABT )(2m−1)K+k,2m
)2
≤ 1
4
· 2 · 4 · P‖ABT ‖2F ,
concluding the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 1. What remains to be established is the
concentration of ‖Y ‖22 around its expectation. To this end, we
observe
P
(∣∣‖Y ‖22 − E‖Y ‖22∣∣ ≥ ε) = P (∣∣RTCR− E(RTCR)∣∣ ≥ ε)
≤ P
(
|Σ1| ≥ ε
2
)
+ P
(
|Σ2| ≥ ε
2
)
(37)
where
Σ1 :=
2KM+2M∑
i=1
(
R2iCi,i − E
(
R2iCi,i
))
Σ2 :=
2KM+2M∑
i,j=1
i6=j
RiRjCi,j .
We use Lemma 1, Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 to bound the
moment generating function of Σ1 as
E exp(λΣ1) ≤ exp
(
λ2
2
(
8F˜1
1− c + F˜2
))
≤ exp
(
λ2
2
· 8F˜1 + F˜2
1− c
)
for any c ∈ (0, 1) and λ ∈ (−c/(2L˜)), c/(2L˜)), where
L˜ :=
(√
∆(f ||P )‖A‖+ ‖B‖
)2
F˜1 := L˜
(√
∆(f ||P )‖A‖F + ‖B‖F
)2
F˜2 :=
(
4M∆(f ||P )‖(A+AiAU )(A−AiAU )T ‖
+ 2
√
2P‖ABT ‖F
)2
By Lemma 9, this yields
P
(
|Σ1| ≥ ε
2
)
≤ 2 exp
(
−(1− c) ε
2
64F˜1 + 8F˜2
)
in case 0 < ε ≤ c1−c · 8F˜1+F˜2L˜ and
P
(
|Σ1| ≥ ε
2
)
≤ 2 exp
(
− cε
8L˜
)
otherwise. Since the first case term is increasing with c and
the second case term is decreasing, the optimal value for c is
where the two cases meet, which is at
c =
L˜ε
L˜ε+ 8F˜1 + F˜2
.
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Substituting this, we get
P
(
|Σ1| ≥ ε
2
)
≤ 2 exp
(
− ε
2
64F˜1 + 8F˜2 + 8L˜ε
)
.
Turning our attention to Σ2, we note that by [47, Theorem
2.1] the operator norm of the off-diagonal part of C can be
upper bounded by 2‖C‖ and thus by 2L˜. Therefore, we can
directly apply Lemma 2 and get
P
(
|Σ2| ≥ ε
2
)
≤ 2 exp
(
− ε
2
1024F˜1 + 64L˜ε
)
.
Substituting these into (37) and using (28) concludes the proof.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We have simulated the Distributed Function Approximation
(DFA) scheme for Rayleigh fading channels with varying noise
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power, number of users and amount of channel resources.
The simulations were done for two different functions, with
the function arguments in both cases confined to the unit
interval [0, 1], to highlight different aspects and properties of
the scheme: The arithmetic mean function is linear and maps
only to the interval [0, 1] (which means that no scheme can
have an error larger than 1), while the Euclidian norm function
maps to [0,
√
K] and can show how the DFA scheme deals
with nonlinearities.
We compare with a simple TDMA scheme, in which each
user transmits separately in its designated slot, protecting the
analog transmission against channel noise in the same fashion
as the DFA scheme, but not sharing the channel use with other
transmitters. In the case where the number of channel uses
available is much larger than the number of users sharing
the resources, this form of a TDMA scheme is of course
highly suboptimal, as the transmitters could use source and
channel coding to achieve a higher reliability. However, such
an approach is infeasible if the number of users is so high in
comparison to the number of channel uses that only a few or
possibly even less than one channel use is available to each
user, and in this work we are mainly interested in the scaling
behavior of our schemes in the number of users K . Therefore,
this comparison provides an insight into the gain achieved by
exploiting the superposition properties of the wireless channel
while keeping in mind that for the regime of low K , there
are better coded schemes available. We also remark that the
DFA scheme only needs coordination between the transmitters
insofar as all users need to transmit roughly at the same
time, while a TDMA scheme necessitates an allocation of
the channel uses to the individual transmitters, which can be
costly in the case of high K . The simulations carried out
in this section do not consider this scheduling problem and
assume for the TDMA scheme that the time slots have already
been allocated, and this knowledge is available at both the
transmitters and the receiver. If M < K , there is not at least
one channel use available to each auser and the TDMA scheme
can therefore not be carried out. We set the error in such cases
to the maximum of 1 or
√
K , respectively.
For the simulations, we assume a normalized peak tranmitter
power constraint of 1 and channels with fading normalized to
a variance of 1 per complex dimension. The power of the
additive noise is given in dB per complex dimension and its
negative can therefore be considered as the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). Each plotted data point is based on an average
of 1000 simulation runs.
The messages transmitted by the users are generated in the
following way: First, we draw a value µ, which is common to
all transmitters, uniformly at random from [0, 1]. We then draw
the messages of all the users from a convex combination of
the uniform distributions on [0, µ] and [µ, 1] where we choose
the weights in such a way that each message has expectation
µ. The reason for choosing this procedure although the DFA
scheme also performs well for more natural distributions such
as i.i.d. uniform in [0, 1] for all users is that in case of
messages distributed according to a known i.i.d. distribution,
the problem is too easy in the sense that both the mean and
the Euclidian norm concentrate around values that depend
only on the distribution and K , and therefore even without
any communication at all, the function value can be quite
accurately guessed if K is large. On the other hand, we intend
the DFA scheme for applications in which the messages can be
correlated and distributed according to unknown distributions,
so we opt for this form of correlation between the messages
for the sake of the numerical evaluation.
In Fig. 3, we can see that the DFA scheme is at least as
good as the TDMA schemes for all the plotted data points
and outperforms it in most cases, achieving a gain of up
to 30 dB for K = 2560. We also see that for low powers
of the additive noise, the effect of the multiplicative fading
dominates, and therefore, the error saturates as the additive
noise grows weaker. In Fig. 4, we can see that the DFA scheme
performs significantly better if the number of users is not too
low, which is due to the superposition of the signals in the
wireless channel resulting in a combined signal strength that
grows with the number of users. We can also see the TDMA
scheme performing similarly to the DFA scheme for low
numbers of users, while quickly deteriorating in performance
or even becoming infeasible as their number grows. In Fig. 5,
we can observe the exponential decay of the error as the
amount of channel resources used increases. Once again, we
can observe that the TDMA scheme performs similarly to DFA
for a low number of users, but becomes infeasible for larger
K .
APPENDIX
A. Preliminaries on Sub-Gaussian and Sub-Exponential Ran-
dom Variables
We begin with a definition that is adapted from [40, Definition
3.4.1]. For Rn-valued random variables X , we define the sub-
gaussian norm as
τ (X) := inf
{
t : ∀a ∈ Sn−1 ∀λ ∈ R
E exp(λ〈X, a〉) ≤ exp
(
t2λ2
2
)}
(38)
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and we observe that if all entries of X have a sub-gaussian
norm bounded by K and are independent, we have for any
a ∈ Sn−1
E exp (λ〈X, a〉) = E exp
(
λ
n∑
k=1
Xkak
)
=
n∏
k=1
E exp (λXkak)
≤
n∏
k=1
exp
(
K2a2kλ
2
2
)
= exp
(
K2λ2
2
)
and therefore τ (X) ≤ K .
In the following, we recall some basic definitions and results
from [38, Chapter 1]. For a random variable X we define3
θ (X) := sup
k≥1
(
E(|X |k)
k!
) 1
k
(39)
If θ (X) < ∞ then X is called a sub-exponential random
variable. θ (·) defines a semi-norm on the vector space of
sub-exponential random variables [38, Remark 1.3.2]. Typical
examples of sub-exponential random variables are bounded
random variables and random variables with exponential distri-
bution. We collect some useful properties of and interrelations
between the sub-exponential and sub-gaussian norms in the
following lemma.
Lemma 5. Let X,Y be random variables. Then:
1) If X is N (µ, σ2) then we have
τ (X) = σ. (40)
2) (Rotation Invariance) If X1, . . . , XM are independent,
sub-gaussian and centered, we have
τ
(
M∑
m=1
Xm
)2
≤
M∑
m=1
τ (Xm)
2
(41)
3) If X is a random variable with |X | ≤ 1 with probability
1 and if Y is independent of X and sub-gaussian then
we have
τ (X · Y ) ≤ τ (Y ). (42)
4) If X and Y are sub-gaussian and centered, then X · Y
is sub-exponential and
θ (X · Y ) ≤ 2 · τ (X) · τ (Y ). (43)
5) (Centering) If X is sub-exponential and X ≥ 0 almost
surely, then
θ (X − E(X)) ≤ θ (X). (44)
Proof. (40) follows in a straightforward fashion by calculating
the moment generating function of X . (41) is e.g. proven in
[38, Lemma 1.1.7]. (42) follows directly from the definition
conditioning on X . We show (43) first for X = Y . In this
3Note that as with our definition of the sub-gaussian norm, other norms on
the space of sub-exponential random variables that appear in the literature are
equivalent to θ (·) (see, e.g., [38]). The particular definition we choose here
matters, however, because we want to derive results in which no unspecified
constants appear.
case, we have
θ
(
X2
)
= sup
k≥1
(
EX2k
k!
) 1
k
≤ sup
k≥1
(
2k+1kkτ (X)
2k
ekk!
) 1
k
= 2τ (X)
2
sup
k≥1
(
2
1
k k
e(k!)
1
k
)
≤ 2τ (X)2,
where the first inequality is by [38, Lemma 1.1.4] and the
second follows from 2kk/k! ≤ ek, which is straightforward to
prove for k ≥ 1 by induction. In the general case, we have
θ (XY ) = τ (X)τ (Y )θ
(
XY
τ (X)τ (Y )
)
≤ τ (X)τ (Y )θ
(
1
2
(
X
τ (X)
)2
+
1
2
(
Y
τ (Y )
)2)
≤ 2τ (X)τ (Y ),
where the first inequality can be verified in (39), considering
that ab ≤ a2/2 + b2/2 for all a, b ∈ R, and the second
inequality follows from the triangle inequality and the special
case X = Y .
For (44), we assume without loss of generality EX = 1
(otherwise we can scale X), and note that for all a ∈ [0,∞)
and k ≥ 1, ak−|a−1|k > a−1 and thus E(Xk−|X−1|k) ≥
E(X − 1) = 0.
B. Proof of Lemma 2
The proof closely follows the proof of the Hanson-Wright
inequality in [40, Theorem 6.2.1]. We carry out the changes
that are necessary to arrive at explicit constants. To this end,
we begin with some slightly modified versions of lemmas used
as ingredients in the proof of Bernstein’s inequality in [38,
Theorem 1.5.2].
Lemma 6. Let X be a random variable with E(X) = 0 and
θ (X) < +∞. For any λ ∈ R with |λθ (X)| < 1 we have
E(exp(λX)) ≤ 1 + |λ|2θ (X)2 · 1
1− |λθ (X)| .
Proof. Let λ ∈ R satisfy |λθ (X)| < 1. Then
E(exp(λX)) = 1 +
∞∑
k=2
λkE(Xk)
k!
≤ 1 +
∞∑
k=2
|λ|kE(|X |k)
k!
≤ 1 +
∞∑
k=2
|λ|kθ (X)k
= 1 + |λ|2θ (X)2
(
∞∑
k=0
|λθ (X)|k
)
= 1 + |λ|2θ (X)2 · 1
1− |λθ (X)| , (45)
where in the last line we have used |λθ (X)| < 1.
In the next lemma we derive an exponential bound depend-
ing on θ (X) on the moment generating function of the random
variable X .
Lemma 7. Let X be a random variable with E(X) = 0 and
θ (X) < +∞. For any c ∈ (0, 1) and λ ∈
(
− c
θ(X) ,
c
θ(X)
)
we
have
E(exp(λX)) ≤ exp
(λ2
2
2 · θ (X)2
1− c
)
.
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Proof. For λ ∈
(
− c
θ(X) ,
c
θ(X)
)
we have
|λθ (X)| < c < 1, (46)
therefore by Lemma 6
E(exp(λX)) ≤ 1 + |λ|2θ (X)2 · 1
1− |λθ (X)|
≤ 1 + |λ|2θ (X)2 · 1
1− c ≤ exp
(λ2
2
2 · θ (X)2
1− c
)
,
where in the second line we have used the first inequality in
(46) and the last line is by the numerical inequality 1 + x ≤
exp(x) valid for x ≥ 0.
Lemma 8. Let X1, . . . , XM be independent random variables
with E(Xi) = 0 and θ (Xi) < +∞, i = 1, . . . ,M . Let L :=
max1≤i≤M θ (Xi), c ∈ (0, 1), and λ ∈
(− c
L
, c
L
)
. Then for
SM :=
∑M
i=1Xi we have
E(exp(λSM )) ≤ exp
(λ2
2
2 ·∑Mi=1 θ (Xi)2
1− c
)
. (47)
Proof. By independence of X1, . . . , XM we have
E(exp(λSM )) =
M∏
i=1
E(exp(λXi)).
Combining this with Lemma 7 proves the lemma.
The next lemma establishes the basic tail bound for random
variables satisfying inequalities of type (47). The proof can be
found in [38, Lemma 1.4.1].
Lemma 9. Let X be a random variable with E(X) = 0. If
there exist τ ≥ 0 and Λ > 0 such that
E(exp(λX)) ≤ exp
(λ2
2
τ2
)
,
holds for all λ ∈ (−Λ,Λ), then for any t ≥ 0 we have
P(|X | ≥ t) ≤ 2 ·Q(t),
where
Q(t) =
{
exp
(
− t22τ2
)
, 0 < t ≤ Λτ2
exp
(−Λt2 ) , Λτ2 ≤ t.
The following lemma is a slightly modified version of [40,
Lemma 6.2.3].
Lemma 10 (Comparison Lemma). Let X and X ′ be indepen-
dent, Rn-valued, centered and sub-gaussian random variables,
and let g, g′ be independent and distributed according to
N (0, idn). Let A ∈ Rn×n and λ ∈ R. Then
E exp(λXTAX ′) ≤ E exp(λτ (X)τ (X ′)gTAg′.)
Proof. We first observe that for any x ∈ Rn,
E(exp(λ〈X, x〉)) = E
(
exp
(
λ ‖x‖2
〈
X,
x
‖x‖2
〉))
≤ exp
(λ2 ‖x‖22 τ (X)2
2
)
= E
(
exp
(
λτ (X)〈g, x〉)), (48)
where the inequality in (48) is by the definition of vector-
valued sub-gaussian random variables and the equality is
obtained by calculating the moment-generation function of
〈g, x〉. We can now conclude the proof from the following:
E(exp(λXTAX ′))
= EX′(EX(exp(λ〈X,AX ′〉))) (49)
≤ EX′(Eg(exp(λτ (X)〈g,AX ′〉))) (50)
= Eg(EX′ (exp(λτ (X)
〈
X ′, AT g
〉
))) (51)
≤ Eg(Eg′ (exp(λτ (X)τ (X ′)
〈
g′, AT g
〉
))) (52)
= E(exp(λτ (X)τ (X ′)gTAg′)), (53)
where (49), (51) and (53) are due to Fubini’s theorem and el-
ementary transformations and (50) and (52) are both instances
of the observation (48).
Proof of Lemma 2. We can write
XTAX =
n∑
k,ℓ=1,k 6=ℓ
XkAk,ℓXℓ, (54)
and since X is centered, E
(
XTAX
)
= 0 immediately
follows. Let X ′ be an independent copy of X , and let g
and g′ be independently distributed according to N (0, idn).
We denote the singular values of A with s1, . . . , sn. With
these definitions, we bound the moment-generating function
of XTAX as
E exp
(
λXTAX
)
= E exp
(
λXTAX
)
(55)
≤ E exp (4λXTAX ′) (56)
≤ E exp
(
4λτ (X)
2
gTAg′
)
(57)
= E exp
(
4λτ (X)
2
n∑
k=1
hkh
′
ksk
)
(58)
≤ exp
(λ2
2
· 128τ (X)
4∑n
k=1 s
2
k
1− c
)
, (59)
where (56) is due to the Decoupling Theorem [40, Theorem
6.1.1], (57) is an application of Lemma 10, (58) holds for
suitably transformed versions h, h′ of g, g′ (note that they are
still independent and follow the same distribution) and (59)
is true if c ∈ (0, 1) and ∣∣λ∣∣ < c/(8τ (X)2max1≤k≤n sk)
according to Lemma 8. So we can apply Lemma 9 to obtain
P
(∣∣XTAX∣∣ ≥ ε) ≤ 2 exp(− ε2(1− c)
256τ (X)
4∑n
k=1 s
2
k
)
(60)
in case ε ≤ c1−c ·
16τ(X)2
∑n
k=1 s
2
k
max1≤k≤n sk
and
P
(∣∣XTAX∣∣ ≥ ε) ≤ 2 exp(−c · ε
16τ (X)
2
max1≤k≤n sk
)
otherwise. We next choose c so as to minimize the upper bound
on the tail probability. Because the bound in the first case is
increasing with c while it is decreasing in the second case,
the optimal choice for c is where the two cases meet. We can
therefore calculate the optimal c as
c =
εmax1≤k≤n sk
εmax1≤k≤n sk + 16τ (X)
2∑n
k=1 s
2
k
and substituting this in (60), we obtain
P
(∣∣XTAX∣∣ ≥ ε) ≤
2 exp
(
− ε
2
16ετ (X)
2
max
1≤k≤n
sk + 256τ (X)
4∑n
k=1 s
2
k
)
.
The bounds τ (X) ≤ K , ∣∣sk∣∣ ≤ ‖A‖, and identity ‖A‖2F =∑n
k=1 s
2 allow us to conclude the proof of the lemma.
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